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STATEMENT OF THE CASE

     A pre-hearing conference was held in this claim, and as a

result a pre-hearing order was entered in the claim on October 3,

2003.   At the pre-hearing conference the parties agreed that this

matter would be submitted to the Commission upon their below stated

stipulations and contentions as follows:

The following stipulations were submitted by the parties and

are hereby accepted:

1. The Arkansas Workers' Compensation Commission has

jurisdiction of this claim.

2. On August 7, 2001, the relationship of employee-employer-

carrier existed between the parties.

3. The claimant sustained a compensable hernia on August 7,

2002.

4. All medical has been paid for the claimant’s hernia repair.
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5. Neither Dr. Moffitt nor Dr. Hicks has ever examined the

claimant.

By agreement of the parties the issues to litigate are limited

to the following:

1. Was the claimant’s colonoscopy reasonable and necessary

medical treatment for his hernia injury?

2. Attorney’s fees.

In regard to the foregoing issues the claimant contends that

the colonoscopy was reasonable and necessary in order to properly

treat the claimant’s compensable injury and that, therefore, the

respondents should be ordered to pay for the charges incurred in

connection with the colonoscopy.

   In regard to the foregoing issues the respondents contend that

the colonoscopy was not reasonable and necessary medical treatment

in conjunction with claimant’s compensable injury and that same

should not be the responsibility of respondents.

The documentary evidence submitted in this matter consists of

the Commission’s pre-hearing order marked Commission’s Exhibit No.

1.  The claimant submitted a letter from Dr. Paul Armstrong dated

February 4, 2003, marked Claimant’s Exhibit No. 1.  The respondents

submitted a report from Dr. Gary Moffitt dated March 10, 2003, and

a memorandum from Dr. Thomas K. Hicks dated February 16, 2003,

these two documents were collectively marked Respondents’ Exhibit

No. 1.  The parties had previously agreed that these documents

would be submitted as evidence for this decision.
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 DISCUSSION

The parties have agreed and stipulated that the claimant

sustained a compensable hernia on August 7, 2002, while working for

the respondent and all medical has been paid for the claimant’s

hernia repair.  Dr. Paul Armstrong, in his letter dated February 4,

2003, sets forth that in August 2001 he evaluated the claimant with

a history of left groin pain.  Dr. Armstrong writes that upon

examination the claimant did have an inguinal hernia.  Dr.

Armstrong writes that as part of his preoperative screening he

obtained an extensive history of associated conditions that affect

hernia occurrence and repair and as part of his procedure of any

patient with a hernia, he investigates the patient’s bowel habits

and endoscope history.  Dr. Armstrong writes that he routinely

recommends a screening colonoscopy for any individual over the age

of 50 who is scheduled for abdominal surgery if they have not had

this test before.  The doctor notes that this procedure is to

hopefully avoid any increased risk of hernia recurrence or

necessitate any other abdominal surgery.  Dr. Armstrong writes that

the claimant did have significant pathology on colonoscopy and that

polyps were removed that had characteristics of dysplasia.  The

doctor writes that these polyps were not large enough to cause the

hernia but if left undiagnosed and treated could have turned into

colon cancer.  It is set forth by Dr. Armstrong that the removal of

the claimant’s polyps proves to be vital to the delivery of safe

and competent surgical care and their removal quite possibility
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prevented the claimant from developing an undiagnosed cancer

condition in his colon.

Dr. Gary Moffitt writes on March 10, 2003, that he has

reviewed the records sent to him on the claimant on March 3, 2003,

and based on these records he does not see where a colonoscopy is

indicated as a screening test for people undergoing an inguinal

hernia operation.  Dr. Moffitt notes that Dr. Armstrong relates

that he recommends a screening colonoscopy for anyone over the age

of fifty to screen for colon cancer and although the American

College of Gastroenterology recommends a colonoscopy for everyone

over the age of fifty.  A colonoscopy is not considered necessary

for screening for inguinal hernias.  Dr. Thomas K. Hicks writes on

February 16, 2003, that he has reviewed the claimant’s records and

notes that he underwent a hernia repair on September 11, 2001.  Dr.

Hicks writes that a colonoscopy is a screening test for colon

cancer that is recommended for people every five years starting at

the age of fifty.  Dr. Hicks writes that a colonoscopy is not

routinely done prior to hernia surgery and that it appears that Dr.

Armstrong makes the offer of a colonoscopy to unscreened

individuals over the age of fifty years of age.  Dr. Hicks writes

that it appears that the colonoscopy was offered to the claimant as

a convenience instead of performing the colonoscopy at a later

time.

After review of the stipulations, contentions and the

documentary evidence which has been agreed to be the record in this

matter, I find that the claimant has failed to prove by a
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preponderance of the evidence that his colonoscopy was reasonable

and necessary medical treatment for his hernia injury.  Dr.

Armstrong, the claimant’s treating physician, in his letter, set

forth that he routinely recommends a colonoscopy for his patients

over the age of fifty and it was for convenience that the claimant

undergo this procedure when he was being seen for his hernia

operation.  There is nothing in the record which indicates that a

colonoscopy was necessary as treatment for the claimant’s hernia

but rather it was a preventive procedure for the detection of colon

cancer.  The medical records do not set forth that there was any

need for a colonoscopy resulting from the claimant’s hernia.

Therefore, this diagnostic test for colon cancer, in my opinion, is

not reasonable and necessary medical treatment for the claimant’s

compensable hernia.  

FINDINGS & CONCLUSIONS

1. The Arkansas Workers' Compensation Commission has

jurisdiction of this claim.

2. On August 7, 2001, the relationship of employee-employer-

carrier existed between the parties.

3. The claimant sustained a compensable hernia on August 7,

2002.

4. All medical has been paid for the claimant’s hernia repair.

5. Neither Dr. Moffitt nor Dr. Hicks has ever examined the

claimant.
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6. The claimant has failed to show by a preponderance of the

evidence that his colonoscopy was reasonable and necessary medical

treatment for his compensable hernia.  

ORDER

The claimant has failed to prove by a preponderance of the

evidence that his colonoscopy was reasonable and necessary medical

treatment for his compensable hernia.  Therefore, this claim for

benefits as a result of the claimant’s colonoscopy are denied in

their entirety.

IT IS SO ORDERED.   

                                                              
                                      ELIZABETH DANIELSON
                                   ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGE
                                         


